
GRADED ASSIGNMENT: Pick 30 elements (that we didn't use as examples in 

our notes in class) from the Periodic Table according to these rules: 

- Max 10 elements from the first 20 elements (except those used in our notes) 

- The other 20 elements must come from elements 21+ 

- Assume that all orbitals (except the first) hold a maximum of 8 electrons 

each. 

 

Do the following for each element: 

- Write the element symbol and element name (you can also draw the tile) 

- List atomic # and atomic mass (you can also draw the periodic table tile) 

- List the number of Protons, Neutrons and Electrons (p = ___ n = __ e = __ ) 

- NEATLY draw the Bhor Model 

- Write the number of orbitals (O = ___ ) 

- List the number of Valence Electrons (VE = ___ ) 

 

Number the 30 elements and make it all NEAT so it is easy for me to grade :) 
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